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Bigfoot 200 Public Service Event Radio Operator’s Introduction Robert Grinnell, KD7WNV Public Service Committee Chairman, Mike & Key ARC



[email protected] 425-398-1466 “Not Your Everyday Public Service Event” If you (would) enjoy- meeting the challenge of event support communications largely without repeater coverage;  portable/Field Day-style radio operations;  camping in the scenic Cascade Mountains;  trying bands/methods like 6 meters and HF/NVIS that aren’t employed for most public service events;  an opportunity to make use of more of your array of field/emergency radio and support gear; --then this event is for you… Amateur radio operators are sought to provide communications for a new multiday forestland event that poses exciting challenges for radio operations. The Bigfoot 200 is a 200-mile run/hike through the Mt. St. Helens National Monument and Gifford Pinchot National Forest, to be conducted over five days, August 12-16, 2016 (Friday-Tuesday). This document is intended to answer many of the initial questions you will likely have. Please note that the aid station periods of service are staggered, so most sites will be in operation for considerably less than the full 5-day event period, and ham assignments will be available in durations ranging from 1 to 5 days. All classes of amateur licensees are welcome (Techs, don’t worry about the HF/NVIS—it’s optional, and everything else is within your privileges). Since each aid station operates around the clock through its period of service, we seek to staff most sites with two or more hams for relief, and it works nicely if you have one or more ham friends you want to team with to cover a site. If interested in participating, please contact me at the email or phone number listed at top and indicate the extent of your availability. We also would like to assemble hams for a one-day field test in early or mid July, to confirm or adjust the concept of radio operations described below. Regardless of your availability for the main event, if you are interested in helping with this venture (subject to final scheduling, of course), please contact me as above. Communications Mission Link 14 aid stations along the course with event headquarters at the Finish in Randle, WA. Pass regular traffic about runners’ progress, as well as providing safety, logistics and other ad hoc communications. Concept of Radio Operations The location and scale of the event present significant challenges for communication. The course has little cell phone or repeater coverage, and to circumscribe it would encompass an area of some 700 square miles! There are two or three repeaters that reach partway into the area, sometimes with “fingers” of coverage. These may provide usable links for a few of the sites, and we will use them where able, but the main concept of operations will rely on VHF/UHF FM simplex, notably including 6 meters. (Theory, modeling and much of our tests and experience so far indicate 6 meters will travel better across this terrain than 2 meters and 70 cm).



A few stations will be able to talk directly with Finish on 2 meters or even 70 cm simplex, and several more should be able to do so with 6 meters, but some will require other means. We are looking at operating a 6-meter/2-meter cross-band repeater at the Elk Pass site to provide a link for the other 8 of the first 9 aid stations. We would also like to try out HF NVIS operation from as many sites as possible— particularly the more challenging ones—to evaluate its effectiveness and practicality for the future. However, the plan will not rely upon NVIS as the primary communications method for any site. Aid Station & Site Logistics Hams should prepare to be self-sufficient in matters of station equipment and shelter, camping/sleeping facility, water, food, and electrical power. The aid stations are staffed by other volunteers, who are typically family or friends of the runners, or just members of the running community. Each aid station will typically have one or more canopies or other quick-setup shelter, and provides water, food, and sanitation for the runners. Only two of the sites have potable water, so for most stations it must be brought in. While we are welcome to partake of the food and drink, it is best regarded as supplemental or backup. Some stations provide a sleeping facility for the runners. Stations are equipped with a 2-cycle, 800 watt generator for nighttime lighting, etc. However, these are noisy and not really up to the task of also powering radios on a continuous basis, though they do provide a backup resource. Vehicle Access All aid station sites are accessible by 2WD vehicles and smaller RVs (under 25 feet). Larger RVs can be accommodated at about two-thirds of the sites. They are not recommended at the other sites due to lack of an adequate turnaround space. The first nine sites along the route are accessible either entirely on paved road, or with a short segment of gravel at the end. The last five involve more significant travel on maintained gravel or dirt roads. Of course, regardless of surface, Forest Service roads are generally more winding and demanding to drive than highways, and even paved roads can be rough or present holes, dips, bumps, rock fall, or single lanes. Additional Information Resources The event website is at www.Bigfoot200.com. Prospective radio operators are encouraged to peruse the website and review the Runner’s Manual linked from it. The site also has a link to the course map (http://caltopo.com/m/3H5R). This is an excellent tool for examining the course area and aid station sites, with multiple overlay capabilities, as well as useful data and analysis functions. Background/History The event organizers, Destination Trail, started with a similar event in 2014, the Tahoe 200 Endurance Run around Lake Tahoe, and have received communications support from the amateur radio community in that area. In 2015, they added the Bigfoot 200 (August) and Bigfoot 120 (October) in the southern Washington Cascades. In summer of 2015, they contacted several amateur radio clubs by email, seeking communications support for the Bigfoot 200. Three of us responded: Lee Chambers, KI7SS (President, Olympia ARS), Dave Williamson, WA7DGW (President, Snohomish County Hams Club), and myself. We held several conversations, but reluctantly concluded that time was too short to commit to supporting the 200 that August. However, we promised we would look at supporting the 120 event that October. The event coordinators ultimately used satellite phones for the 200, which proved both expensive and not without issues even in good conditions.



Computer modeling with radio coverage prediction software (http://lrcov.crc.ca; account required but free) indicated that we should be able to link aid stations across the 120 course using typical field stations employing 6-meter and 2-meter simplex, albeit with relays needed for some sites. However, to be certain of our capabilities, we felt a field test was needed. On Sunday of Labor Day weekend, 12 volunteers traveling as 7 units activated all Bigfoot 120 sites—some in staggered fashion since there were more sites than units—and tested as many distinct paths as possible. The test confirmed that we could provide the needed communications. On the weekend of October 9-11, 19 hams turned out to support the 120, covering all aid station sites (with one team redeploying on Saturday from the briefly-activated first site, Lewis River, to the last aid station, Blue Lake). So it’s October in the mountains – what could possibly go wrong? Well, the remnant of Pacific Hurricane Oho wandered along the coast that weekend, spraying the course with rain and strong winds. It got nastier on Saturday, just around the time the runners were emerging from the relative cover of the forest into the barren terrain of the Mt. St. Helens blast zone, and the runner non-finishing rate climbed to well over 50%. Also, a group of runners turned around at one point, returning to an aid station that had since closed down, creating something of an emergency Saturday evening. Our communications network—including a mobile unit dispatched from Finish to accompany the pickup van—was essential in dealing with that situation, as well as in reporting non-finishing runner locations for pickup and transport throughout the event. The organizers expressed their great appreciation, indicating they didn’t think they would have been able to manage if still using the satellite phones. We expect better weather in August for the 200, of course, but you never know what will arise, and that’s a big part of why we go.
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